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Abstract 
 

A new class of functions namely, second order (b,F)-convex functions, 
which is an extension of (b,F)-convex functions and second order F-convex 
functions, is introduced. Sufficient optimality conditions for proper 
efficiency and second order mixed type duality theorems for multiobjective 
nonlinear programming problems  are established under the assumptions of 
second order (b,F)-convexity on the functions involved. 
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1 Introduction 
 
            The importance of convex functions is well known in optimization theory.  
But for many mathematical models used in decision sciences, applied mathematics  
and  engineering, the notion of convexity does no longer suffice. So it is possible to 
generalize the notion of convexity and to extend the validity of results to larger class 
of optimization problems. Consequently, various generalizations of convex 
functions have been introduced in the literature. The field of multiobjective 
programming, also known as vector programming, has grown remarkably in 
different directions in the setting of optimality conditions and duality theory since 
the 1980’s. It has been enriched by the applications of various types of  
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generalizations of convexity theory, with and without differentiability assumptions, 
and in the framework of continuous time programming, fractional programming, 
inverse vector optimization, saddle point theory, symmetric duality, variational 
problems etc. 
 
            Many researchers [1, 2, 5-8, 11-13, 15, 19, 22, 24-26] have used proper 
efficiency  and  efficiency to establish optimality conditions and duality results for 
multiobjective programming problems under different  assumptions of  convexity. A 
second order dual for a nonlinear programming problem was introduced by 
Mangasarian [18] and established duality results for nonlinear programming 
problems. Mond [14] introduced the concept of second order convex functions  and 
proved second order duality under the assumptions of second order convexity on the 
functions involved. Mond and Zhang [16] established various duality results for 
multiobjective programming problems involving  second order V-invex functions. 
Zhang and Mond [27] introduced second order F-convex functions as a 
generalization of  F-convex functions [10] and obtained various second order duality 
results for multiobjective  nonlinear  programming problems under the assumption 
of second order F-convexity. Suneja et al. [23] obtained duality results for 
multiobjective programming under the assumption of η -bonvexity and its related 
functions. Ahmed [3] obtained optimality conditions and mixed duality  results for 
nondifferentiable programming problems.  Ahmed and Husain [4] obtained second 
order Mond-Weir type dual results for multiobjective programming problems under 
the assumption of second order ),,,( dF ρα -convexity on the functions involved. 
The study of the second order duality is significant due to the computational 
advantage over first order duality as it provides tighter bounds for the value of the 
objective functions when approximations are used [14,18, 9].  
 
            In this paper, we introduce a new class of functions  namely, second order 
(b,F)-convex functions which is an extension of  (b,F)-convex functions [20] and  
second order F-convex functions [27].  Then, we derive sufficient optimality 
conditions for proper efficiency and obtain second order mixed type duality 
theorems for multiobjective nonlinear programming problems under the assumption 
of  second order (b,F)-convexity. 
 
 
2 Preliminaries 
                     Throughout this paper, the  following conventions  for vectors in nR  will 
be followed. For any T

nxxxx ),,,( 21 L=  and ,),,,( 21
T

nyyyy L=  we follow the 
notations of  Mangasarian [17]:  

yx =   if and only if   ix = iy , i = 1,2,…,n ;  yx <   if and only if   ii   yx < , i = 
1,2,…,n ;  yx   ≤   if and only if   ii   yx ≤ , i =1,2,…,n ;  yx ≤   if and only if   ii   yx ≤ , 
i =1,2,…,n  and  rr    yx <   for some { }n,,2,1r K∈   and   yx ≤/  is the negation of  

yx   ≤ . 
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             Let  X   be an open convex subset of  nR  and  +R  denote the set of all 
positive real numbers and .)(1,1,...,1e kR∈=  Let us assume that RXh →: ,  

k: RXf →  and mn: RRg →   where  ),...,( 1 kfff =   and  ),...,( 1 mggg =   are 
twice differentiable functions on X  and RXgf →: and ji ,  for all k,...,2,1i =  and 

m,...,2,1j = . Let the vectors nT
n Rpppp ∈= ),...,,( 21 , k

k21 ),...,,( R∈= λλλλ  and 

.),...,,( m
m21 Ryyyy ∈=  Let F  be a function defined by RRXXF →×× n:  and  

the functions  ),( uxbo  and +→× RXXuxc :),(o  and ),(i uxb  and 

+→× RXXuxc :),(j , for all k,...,2,1i =  and m,...,2,1j = . 
  
            Consider the following multiobjective  nonlinear programming problem 

(MOP)  Minimize ))(,),(),(()( 21 xf...xfxfxf k=  
              subject to    ,0  )( ≤xg   ,Xx∈  
where  k1,2,...,i ,:i =→ RXf  and m: RXg →  where   ),...,( 1 mggg =  are  twice 
differentiable functions  on  .X  
 

Let },...2,1j,0)(:{P j mxgXx =≤∈= . That is, P  is the set of all feasible 
solutions  for the problem (MOP).   
             

We need  the  following  definitions which can  be found in [10, 5, 6, 8]. 

Definition 1:  A   function  RRXXF →×× n:   is  said to be sublinear  in its third 
argument  if for each  , , Xux ∈  
                             and , allfor  ),;,();,();,( nRbabuxFauxFbauxF ∈+≤+  
                            . and in  0 allfor  ),;,();,( nRaRauxFauxF ∈≥= ααα                  
Note: 0)0;,( =uxF , for all ., Xux ∈  

Definition 2:  A feasible point ox  is said to be efficient for (MOP) if there exists no 
other feasible point x  in (MOP) such that k1,2,...,i  ),( )( ii =≤ oxfxf   and 

 ),( )( rr
oxfxf < for some { }k,,2,1r K∈ .   

        
Definition 3:  A feasible point ox  is said to be a properly efficient solution of 
(MOP), if it  is  efficient  and  if  there  exists  a  scalar M > 0  such  that, for  each 

{ }k,,2,1i K∈   and for all feasible x  of (MOP) satisfying )()( ii
oxfxf < , we have   

))()((  )()( rrii
oo xfxfMxfxf −≤−  for some r such that )()( rr

oxfxf > .  
 
           We need the following theorem for proving sufficient optimality conditions 
for proper efficiency and duality theorems which can be found in [12].  
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Theorem 1:  Let oλ > 0 in kR  be fixed with 1 e =Toλ . If  ox  is an optimal solution of  
the scalar programming problem )( oλ

MOP  where  

            )( oλ
MOP  Minimize P,    ),( ∈xxfToλ   

then ox  is a properly efficient solution for (MOP).  
                   
            We need the following necessary optimality conditions for proving strong 
duality theorem, which can be found in Pandian [21]. 
 
Theorem 2: (Necessary Optimality Conditions): Assume that ox  is an efficient 
solution for (MOP) at which a constraint qualification [17] is satisfied for each 

))(MOP( r
ox , r { }k,,2,1 K∈  where 

            ))(MOP( r
ox  Minimize )(r xf  

                                  subject to   ),()( ii
oxfxf ≤  for all r,i ≠   .P∈x  

Then, there exist scalars oλ > 0 in kR  with 1=eToλ   and ≥oy 0 in mR  such that 
),,( ooo yx λ  satisfies 

                           0)()( jj
k

1i

m

1j
ii =∇+∇∑ ∑

= =

oooo xgyxfλ                                                       (1)                   

               ,0)(jj =oo xgy  m.1,2,...,j =                                                               (2) 
 
 
3  Second order (b, F)-convex functions 
 
          We, now, define a new class of functions namely, second order (b,F)-convex 
functions, which is a generalization of (b,F)-convex functions [20]  and  second 
order F-convex functions [27]. 

Definition 4: The function h   is said to be second order ),( Fbo -convex at Xu∈  

with respect to ),( uxbo  if for all Xx∈ and nRp∈ , 

])(
2
1)()()[,( 2 puhpuhxhuxb T∇+−o  ≥   ))()(;,( 2 puhuhuxF ∇+∇ . 

 
Remark 1: If p = 0, then the above definition reduces to the definition of ),( Fbo -
convex  function [20]. 
 
Remark 2: Every second order F-convex function is a second order ),( Fbo -convex  
function  with 1),( =uxbo , but  the  converse  is  not true. This  is  demonstrated  in  
Example 1. 
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Remark 3: Every second order convex function is a second order ),( Fbo -convex 
function with 1),( =uxbo  and zuxzuxF T)();,( −= , but the converse is not true. This is 
demonstrated in Example 1. 
  
Example 1: Let }05:),{( 2

2
2

1
2

21 <−+∈= xxRxxX  and 2Rp∈ . Define 
RXh →: ,  RRXXF →×× 2:  and +→× RXXuxb :),(o  as follows, 

                   21 sinsin)( xxxh += ,     ( ) ))()(();,( 21 uhxhzzzuxF −+=    and  
                    2121 u;  0  ),(   and  ;  2),( uuxbuuuxb ≠=== oo , 
where ),( 21 xxx = , ),( 21 uuu = and ),( 21 zzz = . 
Now, for )0,0(=u ,  we have for all   Xx∈  and ,2Rp∈    

])(
2
1)()()[,( 2 puhpuhxhuxb T∇+−o  ≥ ).)()(;,( 2 puhuhuxF ∇+∇  

 Therefore, h  is second order ),( Fbo -convex at )0,0(=u  with respect to ).,( uxbo  
 Now, for )0,0(=u ,  )1,1(=x  and  any ,2Rp∈   we have 

puhpuhxh T )(
2
1)()( 2∇+−  <   ).)()(;,( 2 puhuhuxF ∇+∇  

Therefore, h  is not second order F-convex at )0,0(=u .        
 Now, for )0,0(=u , )0,1(=x  and  any 2Rp∈ , we have  

puhpuhxh T )(
2
1)()( 2∇+− < .)()()( 2 puhuhux T ∇+∇−  

Therefore, h  is not second order convex at )0,0(=u . 
  
Definition 5: The function h   is said to be  strictly second order ),( Fbo -convex at 

Xu∈ with respect to ),( uxbo  if for all Xx∈ , ux ≠  and  ,nRp∈  

])(
2
1)()()[,( 2 puhpuhxhuxb T∇+−o > ).)()(;,( 2 puhuhuxF ∇+∇  

 
4  Sufficient optimality conditions 
 
            We, now,  prove the sufficient optimality conditions for a feasible point of 
the  problem  (MOP)  to  be a  properly  efficient  solution  under  the  assumption of   
second order  (b,F)-convexity on the function involved. 
 
Theorem 3: (Sufficient Optimality Conditions) Let ox  be feasible for (MOP) and 
there exists scalars oλ >0 in kR  with 1=eToλ , ≥ojy 0 in R , )I(j ox∈   and nRp ∈o  
such that 

 ,0))](())(( [ )()( j
2k

1i )I(j
ji

2
ij

k

1i )I(j
jii =∇+∇+∇+∇ ∑ ∑∑ ∑

= ∈= ∈

ooooooooo

oo
pxgyxfxgyxf

xx
λλ        (3)          
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where )I( ox ={j: )(j

oxg =0}. If fToλ  is second order ( ,ob F)-convex at ox  with 

respect to ),( o
o xxb  with 0),( >o

o xxb  and   each )(Ij,j
oxg ∈  is second order ( jc ,F)-

convex at ox  with respect to ),(j
oxxc , then ox  is a properly efficient solution for 

(MOP) provided that 0))(( 2 ≤∇ oooo pxfp TT λ  and  ,0 ) )(( j
2 ≤∇ ooo pxgp T for all 

).(Ij ox∈    
 
Proof.   Let  x be a feasible solution of (MOP). 
Now, since ox  is feasible for (MOP) and o

jy ≥ 0  and  ,0 ) )(( j
2 ≤∇ ooo pxgp T for all 

)(Ij ox∈ and  by the second order ( jc , F)-convexity of jg  at ox , for all )I(j ox∈  and  

since  0j ≥
oy ,  )I(j ox∈  and  F is sublinear, we have 

               0.  )))(())((;,( j
)I(j

j
2

j
)I(j

j ≤∇+∇ ∑∑
∈∈

oooooo

oo
pxgyxgyxxF

xx
                            (4) 

Now, by the sublinearity of F   and from (3), we have 

).))(()(;,(                     

)))(()(;,(

2

)()(

2

11
oooooo

oooooo

oo
pxgyxgyxxF

pxfxfxxF

j
xIj

jj
xIj

j

i
k

i
ii

k

i
i

∇+∇−≥

∇+∇

∑∑

∑∑

∈∈

==
λλ

                      (5)                               

Now, from (4)  and  (5),  by the second order ( ,ob F)-convexity of fToλ  and since  
0))(( 2 ≤∇ oooo pxfp TT λ  and 0),( >o

o xxb ,  we can conclude that  
)( )( ooo xfxf TT λλ ≥ . 

Thus, ox  is an optimal solution of ).( oλ
MOP  By the Theorem 1,  ox  is a properly 

efficient solution for (MOP). 
Hence the Theorem. 
 
 
5. Mixed Duality theorems 
   

          Let 1J  be  a  subset of  },...,2,1{ mM =  and 12 \ JMJ = .  We  consider  the  
following  second order mixed type dual  for (MOP). 

(XMOP)  Maximize peugyufpeugyuf T ])()([
2
1)()(

1J1J1J1J
2 +∇−+  

                 subject to         0))(()())(()( 22 =∇+∇+∇+∇ pugyugypufuf TTTT λλ   

                                                                    0 ))((
2
1)(

2J2J2J2J
2 ≥∇− pugypugy T  

                                                                                                  0  ≥y , ,1 ,0 => eTλλ  
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where  )(jj

Jj 11J1J
ugygy ∑

∈
=   and   ).(jj

Jj 22J2J ugygy ∑
∈

=  

Note: We get a second order Mond-Weir type dual [27] for φ=1J  and a second 
order Mangasarian type dual [17,18] for φ=2J  in (XMOP) respectively. 
 
            We, now, prove  weak duality theorem and strong duality theorem between 
the problems (MOP) and (XMOP) under the assumptions of second order (b, F)-
convexity on the functions involved. 

Theorem 4: (Weak Duality Theorem)  Let x  be feasible for (MOP) and 
( pyu ,,,λ ) be feasible for (XMOP). If 

1J1J
gyfT +λ  is second order ( ob ,F)-convex 

at u  with respect to  ),( uxbo  with 0  ),( >uxbo  and  
2J2J gy  is second order ( ,oc F)-

convex  at u  with respect to ),( uxco ,  then   

.)]()([
2
1)()(   )(

1J1J1J1J
2T pugyufpugyufxf TTT +∇−+≥ λλλ  

Proof.  Now, since 
1J1J

gyfT +λ  is second order ( ob ,F)-convex at u , we have 

]))()((
2
1)()()()()[,(

1J1J1J1J1J1J
2 pugyufpugyufxgyxfuxb TTTT +∇+−−+ λλλo   

            ).))()(())()((;,(
1J1J1J1J

2 pugyufugyufuxF TT +∇++∇≥ λλ                     (6)  

Now, since x  is feasible for (MOP) and ( pyu ,,,λ ) is feasible for (XMOP), and  
since 

2J2J gy  is second order ( oc , F)-convex  at u  with respect to ),( uxco , we have             

        0.  )))(())((;,(
2J22J2 J

2
J ≤∇+∇ pugyugyuxF                                                  (7) 

Now, from (7) and since ( pyu ,,,λ ) is  feasible for (XMOP) and  F is  sublinear,   
we have                                     
               .0)))()(())()((;,(

1111
2 ≥+∇++∇ pugyufugyufuxF JJJJ

TT λλ            (8) 

Now, from (6) and (8) and since 0  ),( >uxbo   and ,0)(
1J1J

≤xgy  we have  

                  .)]()([
2
1)()(   )(

1J1J1J1J
2T pugyufpugyufxf TTT +∇−+≥ λλλ  

Hence the theorem. 
 
Theorem 5: (Strong Duality Theorem) Assume that ox  is an efficient solution for 
(MOP) at which a constraint qualification [17] is satisfied for each ))(MOP( r

ox , 
r { }k,,2,1 K∈ . Then, there exists k R∈oλ , m Ry ∈o  such that ( 0,,, =oooo pyx λ ) is a 
feasible solution for (XMOP) and the corresponding objective function values of 
(MOP) and (XMOP) are equal. If the conditions of  the Theorem 4. holds, then 
( 0,,, =oooo pyx λ ) is a properly efficient solution for (XMOP). 
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Proof. By the Theorem 2,    there exist scalars oλ > 0 in kR  with 1=eToλ   and ≥oy 0 

in mR  such that ),,( ooo yx λ  satisfies (1) and (2). Therefore, ( 0,,, =oooo pyx λ ) is 

feasible for (XMOP) and the objective value of the problem (MOP)  at ox  and  the 
objective value of (XMOP) at ( 0,,, =oooo pyx λ ) are equal. 
  Suppose that )0,,,( =oooo pyx λ  is not efficient for (XMOP). 
Then, there exists a feasible ),,,( pyu λ  for (XMOP) such that 

          .])()([
2
1)()()(

1J1J1J1J
2 peugyufpeugyufxf T +∇−+≤o  

Since  λ > 0 in kR  with 1=eTλ ,  it follows that 

,)]()([
2
1)()(  )(

1J1J1J1J
2T pugyufpugyufxf TTT +∇−+< λλλ o  

which contradicts the Theorem 4.. Thus, )0,,,( =oooo pyx λ  is an efficient solution 
for (XMOP).   

Suppose that )0,,,( =oooo pyx λ  is not properly efficient for (XMOP). 
Then, for every M > 0, there exists a feasible solution ),,,( pyu λ of (XMOP) and an 
index i  such that )()()( ii 1J1J

oxfugyuf −+ > M[ )()()(
1J1Jrr ugyufxf −−o ] for all 

r  satisfying )()()(
1J1Jrr ugyufxf −−o > 0 whenever )()()( ii 1J1J

oxfugyuf −+ > 0. 

This means that )()()( ii 1J1J
oxfugyuf −+ can be made arbitrarily large. Since λ > 0 

in kR  with 1=eTλ , 
1J1J

gyfT +λ  is second order ( ob ,F)-convex at u  with respect 

to  ),( uxbo  with 0  ),( >uxbo , Since ),,,( pyu λ  is feasible for (XMOP) and F is 
sublinear , we can conclude that 
                       .0)))(())((;,(

2J22J2 J
2

J >∇+∇ pugyugyuxF o                                (9)  

Now, since ox  is feasible for (MOP) and ( pyu ,,,λ ) is feasible for (XMOP) and  by 
the second order ( oc , F)-convexity of 

2J2J gy   at u ,  we have             

                      0,  )))(())((;,(
2J22J2 J

2
J ≤∇+∇ pugyugyuxF o                                             

which contradicts (9). Thus, ( 0,,, =oooo pyx λ ) is a properly efficient solution for 
(XMOP). 
Hence the theorem. 
 
 
6. Strict converse mixed duality theorems 
 
       We, now, prove the following strict converse duality theorems between the 
problems (MOP) and (XMOP) under the assumption of second order (b,F)-
convexity  on the functions involved 
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Theorem 6 : (Strict Converse Duality Theorem) Let  ox  be feasible for (MOP) 
and ( oooo pyu ,,,λ ) be feasible for (XMOP) such that  

      .))()((
2
1)()(  )(

1J1J1J1J
2 oooooooooooo pugyufpugyufxf TTTT +∇−+= λλλ        (10)  

If  
1J1J

T gyf oo +λ  is  strictly second order ( ob ,F)- convex  at ou  with respect to 

),( oo
o uxb  with 0),( >oo

o uxb  and  
2J2J gyo  is second order ( ,oc F)- convex  at ou  

with respect to ),( oo
o uxc ,  then ox = ou   and  ou   is a properly efficient solution for 

(MOP). 
Proof.   Suppose that  ox  ≠ .ou  
 Now, since  ox  is feasible for (MOP),   ( oooo pyu ,,,λ ) is feasible for (XMOP) and   

2J2J gyo  is second order ( ,oc F)-convex at ou  and also, since ( oooo pyu ,,,λ ) is 

feasible for (XMOP) and  F  is sublinear,  we have  
.0)))()(())()((;,(

1J1J1J1J
2 ≥+∇++∇ ooooooooooo pugyufugyufuxF TT λλ  

Since 
1J1J

T gyf oo +λ  is strictly second order ( ob , F)- convex at ou  with 

0),( >oo
o uxb  and  0)(

1J1J
≤oo xgy , we can conclude that           

         ,))()((
2
1)()( )(

1J1J1J1J
T2TT oooooooooooo pugyufpugyufxf T +∇−+> λλλ  

which contradicts (10). Thus, ox = .ou   
Now, since ox = ou  and from the Theorem 4., the Theorem 1. and (10), we can 
conclude that ou  is a properly efficient solution for (MOP).  
Hence the theorem. 
 
Theorem 7: (Strict Converse Duality Theorem)  Let ox  be feasible for (MOP) and 
( oooo pyu ,,,λ ) be feasible for (XMOP) such that (10) is satisfied.  If  

1J1J
T gyf oo +λ  

is  second order ( ob ,F)- convex  at ou  with respect to ),( oo
o uxb  and  

2J2J gyo  is 

strictly second order ( oc ,F)- convex   at ou  with  respect to ),( oo
o uxc ,  then ox = ou     

and  ou   is a properly efficient solution for (MOP). 

Proof.     Suppose that  ox  ≠ ou  
 Now, since  ox  is feasible for (MOP) and ( oooo pyu ,,,λ ) is feasible for (XMOP) and 

also, since 
2J2J gyo  is strictly second order ( ,oc F)-convex at ou ,  it follows  that             

            0.   )))(())((;,(
2J2J2J2J

2 <∇+∇ ooooooo pugyxgyuxF                                   (11)        
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Now, since ( oooo pyu ,,,λ ) is feasible for (XMOP) and F is sublinear, we have  
 )))()(())()((;,( 2 ooooooooooo pugyufugyufuxF TTTT +∇++∇ λλ = 0.                   (12)    
Now, from (10) and since 0)(

1J1J
≤oo xgy   and 

1J1J
T gyf oo +λ  is second order 

( ob ,F)- convex  at ou ,  we can conclude that                      
    .0)))()(())()((;,(

1J1J1J1J
2 ≤+∇++∇ ooooooooooo pugyufugyufuxF TT λλ         (13)                                

Now, from (11) and  (13) and  since F is sublinear, we have, 
               0)))()(())()((;,( 2 <+∇++∇ ooooooooooo pugyufugyufuxF TTTT λλ ,                                           

which contradicts (12). Thus, ox = .ou  
Now, since ox = ou  and from  the Theorem 4., the Theorem 1. and (10), we can 
conclude that ou  is a properly efficient solution for (MOP).  
Hence the theorem. 
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